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Function and installation check
of the LogiCO2 Mk9 CO2 Safety System 

Checklist Mk9 and / or Mk90 Sensor No. 

Sensor serial number (normally written on a sticker on the side of the sensor housing).

CO2 Value on sensor %

CO2 TWA on sensor ppm

Checklist Mk9 and / or Mk90 Sensor No. YES NO

Is the correct altitude setting used?

Is the sensor mounted 30cm / 12” from the floor?

Is the green diode ON?

Is the yellow diode ON?

Is the red diode ON?

Is there a CO2 information sign mounted next to the CO2 sensor?

Is the CO2 information sign next to the CO2 sensor mounted in a permanent way?

Is the altitude compensation setting written on the CO2 information sign?

Was the sensor tested with 0-gas (100%) nitrogen?

When the 0-gas was applied and the value in the display stabalized, what was the 
value?

%

Is the horn/strobe or warning lamp mounted at a height of 2-2.4 m/80-96 in (as per 
NFPA 72) so that the staff can see it without any obstructions in the way?

Is there a CO2 warning sign mounted next to the horn/strobe or warning lamp, with a 
telephone number to the service provider?

Is the CO2 warning sign next to the horn/strobe or warning lamp mounted in a 
permanent way?
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 Horn/strobe with sign Optional: Warning lamp with sign
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